FRIDAY, JANUARY 6

Concert: Title TK at Spoonbill & Sugartown Booksellers, Bushwick
Title TK—the wryly named crypto-conceptual “band” of Cory Arcangel, Alan Licht, and Howie Chen—performs in its decidedly singular fashion to mark the publication of a new book. *Title TK*, the latest offering from the great art-book enterprise Primary Information, gathers transcriptions of “concerts” from 2010 to 2014 that were fit to be transcribed (read: concerts that didn’t really feature music but talking about music—and many other things—instead). Topics the band members, strapped with guitars they don’t play, have found fit for discussion in the past include the Grateful Dead, Dan Flavin, and Trans-Siberian Orchestra. While at Spoonbill, consider picking up Primary Information’s other new release: a facsimile edition of *Variable Piece 4: Secrets* by Douglas Huebler, who collected 1,800 secrets written by visitors to a prescient exhibition about emerging “information technology” more than 40 years ago and published them, without attribution and with assistance from Printed Matter, in 1978.
*Spoonbill & Sugartown Booksellers, Bushwick, 99 Montrose Avenue, Brooklyn, 7 p.m.*